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Introduction
Why this e-book about the mental aspects of keeping?
Because a goalkeeper's role is different than that of a
player. Because keeping asks for different skills than
playing.
Because goalkeepers are different.
This e-book is about optimal performance, concentration
and distraction. What is important in this respect? Who else
plays an important role in these?
The format is as follows:
Block 1
Keeper basics
Block 2
An optimal performance as goalkeeper
Block 3
In which way can you help yourself
Block 4
How other important people can help
The blocks contain information with tips for (more or less
regular) keepers, keeper's parents and coaches. For each of
these possible readers there is a different advice on how to
go about reading this e-book.
The logical sequence for keepers is to first read blocks 2
and 3. Then 4 and 1.
Parents read block 1 first, then jump to block 4 and after
that continue with blocks 3 and 2.

Why would a keeper spend time reading about mental
aspects? Because 80% of a keepers success is the result of
what happens in his head. Because:
o goals are made.
o errors are made.
o games are lost.
o goalkeepers experience pressure from the people
around them or put themselves under pressure.
These things happen, whether keepers like it or not, which is
why it is important for keepers to be able to handle it. This
book will help them learn how to do this.
Parents and coaches are given more insight into the things
that preoccupy a goalkeeper. That way they can help their
keeper to reach an optimal performance.

This e-book is a culmination of my own experiences and
others' work (the intellectual ownership of the topics they have
described will of course remain theirs).
I have chosen the male gender verb form when talking about the
keeper and other persons. This can obviously be replaced by the
female form anywhere.
I wish all readers lots of fun with this book.

The coaches start with blocks 3 and 4 and then read blocks
2 and 1.

Francesco Staps

PS: If you wish to contact me about this publication you can reach
me at the following e-mail address: francesco@mentalgoalies.com.
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1 Keeper-basics
In which ways are the attacker and the keeper almost
twins?
An attacker and a keeper are bonded together through
goal scoring opportunities.
o In this respect they are each others opposite.
o Keepers have to cope with the fact that not every
action leads to success.
o The result of their actions is digital (“it is in” or “it is not
in”).
o They have a determining role: winning and losing is
related to the number of goals allowed.
Take a look at this table.

Task
Number of goalopportunities
Successful ones
Non-successful ones
Percentage successful ones
Mark

Attacker
Scoring
opportunities
10

Keeper
Neutralize goal
opportunities
10

1
9
10%
“hero”

9
1
90%
“weak
performance”

If everyone were to call that one ball that disappeared
behind the keeper an unstoppable one, it could be labeled
differently.
But every keeper gets beaten by a silly, soft and bouncy
ball now and then. And when that happens there will
always be people calling the keepers
performance “weak”. Some keepers will make

Most keepers aren't lacking
that same judgment on themselves, and that is
self-criticism. That is not
one of the things that can bother a keeper. It's
necessarily a good thing!
one of those distractions we will look into.
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How the keeper gets in his goal.
There are many ways to end up "between the poles".
Starting point
Negative

Consideration
The coach places
you there because
it's where you do
“the least harm”.

Consideration
I don't want to be
told where to play.
I will place myself.

Negative

I don't like getting
that tired.

I don't fit in the
group.

Negative

I feel insecure in
groups

Indeterminate
(could become
negative as well as
positive)

I want to prove I
am different
(choosing a place
that no-one wants)

Indeterminate
(could become
negative as well as
positive)
Positive

By being keeper I
am certain of
getting playing
time.
I like goalkeeping.

My parents want
me to play hockey.
This is the spot
most acceptable
to me.
I want to show
that I am not afraid
of a ball coming at
me with high
speed.
When I keep my
teammates
behave positively
towards me.
I was goalie at
another sport and
enjoyed that.

Consideration
I won't have to be
part of the group
dynamics as much
when I am in the
goal.
Someone has to do
it and if I don't no
one will.
I find it difficult to
adapt to a group.

Consideration
Less practice in the
week which will
save me time.

I get bullied
because I am not
as fast, less skillful
etc.
I don't want my
lesser fieldqualities to be
noticed.

I see my parent(s)
doing it. I want to
do it to.

Some one has to
do it and if I don't
no one will.

My coach supports
me when I play
keeper.

I like being part of
the team but don't
like being one of
many.
I love getting the
direct reward of an
action well done.

I like making a
difference.

Obviously it occurs that athletes become goalkeepers out
of a negative starting point. Often this is related to issues
like group dynamics. In those cases, becoming a
goalkeeper forms a solution.

This table shows the different
possible mental starting points for a
goalkeeper. These play an
important part in development, but
don't need to be a barrier for an
optimal performance. To
accomplish an optimal
performance it is important to feel
for this special position.
Maybe even to fall in love with it...
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The keeper's role
The keeper's most important role is to neutralize scoring
chances. He can do this by
intercepting an attack, or

There is only one person
through a save, and definitely
that knows what it is like
by gaining control over the
being scored upon.
rebound. Any keeper can
remember that save after which
the ball that ended up a meter and a half away from him
got driven in anyway.
A lot of keepers are able to block the ball. The group of
keepers that narrows the amount of scoring chances given
away to the opposite team thanks to rebound control, is a
lot smaller. It is a good aspiration to become one of those
rebound-controllers.

The tasks of the keeper
The keeper has the most important task within the circle. He
is the director of the defensive tasks of the team.
This is why it is important that a keeper, besides making saves
and having rebound control also:
o knows how to communicate.
o Takes the lead in organizing the defense.
o Takes the responsibility that comes with this role.
The important last task of a keeper is to be a like a rock.
A rock does not get disturbed. This undisturbed behavior will
show mainly when things aren't going well.
Communicate calmly with the defenders, even when things
aren't going as planned. No yelling or screaming.
When a goal is made by the other team the keeper can get
the ball from behind the line and hand it to the referee. With
his back straight and his head held high. Don't let your
opponents see your frustration: a calm appearance makes
things much harder for them.


No one gets motivated when
yelled at or complained to
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2 Towards an optimal
performance as
a goalkeeper
The basic thought to this is:
you will have an optimal performance
when you use all of your potential
Within this description “potential” is seen as the
combination of physical and mental skills. It contains a
reality-check: because a keeper cannot perform at a 100%
level at 100% of the time, some physical skills will be used
less, or not at all. This is every keeper's reality. Accepting
this reality makes it possible to have performed optimally
in a 0-10 losing match. Or during the training of a specific
skill where only a small number of the actions were
successful saves.

Having SUCCESS is not the same as WINNING.
FAILING is not the same as LOSING.
I myself always wrestle with this concept during a game of
golf. Through the years I have shown to be in control of all
necessary and frequently needed hits and strokes.
However, I don't always manage to show just that one
needed in that specific situation. Why is that? For a perfect
performance the right mixture of practice, experience and
concentration is sometimes lacking. By perceiving my
performance as optimal when after 18 holes I reach a score
of 100 (because this score happens to fit my physical and
mental skills), I can enjoy playing golf. The alternative is
three and a half hours of frustration...

The features of an optimal performance
The main adversary of an optimal performance is one's
thoughts. Thinking is at the opposite side of concentration.
An optimal performance comes out of the ability to focus
Keeping your attention focused on the task that needs to be
done is a skill called concentration. Getting concentrated can
be a different process for different keepers.
Like with sleeping, you cannot force yourself to concentrate.
What you can do is create the right terms for concentration to
occur.
The following elements play a role in this:
o Accepting your actual situation; things are the way they
are.
o Focusing your attention only on the things that are
relevant to your task.
o You feel motivated to go and do something.
o You have set the right goal; you know where your
concentration will lead you.
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The zone, an optimal performance that persists longer.
Performing optimally for a longer period of time is what is
called ‘the zone’. Athletes were asked about their zoneexperiences. The following components were part of these
zone experiences. And occurring at the same time!
1. The experience took place in the here and now.
There's only room for the “here and now”. It makes the
last second unimportant. It makes the things that might
or are about to happen unimportant.
2. They were full of energy and felt relaxed at the same
time.
3. They were full of confidence.
4. They gave themselves feedback, based on facts.
Imagine the following situation: an attacker comes into
your circle : a one-on-one. A successful action you make
neutralizes the goal opportunity. The attacker
experiences this a certain way (negatively). You
experience it a certain way (positively). The umpire
experiences it another way which goes something like
this: look, that attacker has freed himself. The keeper sees
him coming. He decides to dive forward. He succeeds in
getting the ball across the sideline with his stick. The
umpire experiences the situation in a factual way.
5. They felt excited without going way positive or way
negative.
The mind is very alert. That same mind does not yo-yo:
there is emotional stability. The emotions aren't carried
away to highs or lows.
6. Their attention had the right degree of focus.
High concentration when needed. Refueling moments
when possible. Shifting between the two without
problems.

7. They felt a high state of control.
The feeling that on one hand you know almost for sure what
is about to happen in front of you. And on the other hand
your body is executing exactly what you had planned.
8. They did everything effortlessly.
Everything went almost by itself; without it being a great
effort.
It is a big challenge for keepers to come into the “zone”.
Keepers don't often get games that allow them to come into a
sort of rhythm.
A rhythm is easier to experience during a practice-session: e.g.
when 15 balls are being flicked from 12 meters.
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What does a successful keeper have?
A successful keeper can come into a “zone”-like situation.
The knowledge and skills they develop for this are:
Physical:
o Performing the basic techniques.
o Strength
o Speed
o Flexibility
o Reflexes
o Observing the ball (distance and speed)
o Observing the opponents
o Observing the teammates.
Mental Operational
o Taking effective decisions about which technique or
basic skill to use for the save.
o Taking effective decisions about how to control the
rebound.
o Taking effective decisions about how to place the
defenders.
o Positioning yourself well, so you know where you are in
direct reference to the goal and the ball.
Mental Tactical
o The courage to put decisions into action
o Being able to learn from mistakes
o Being able to learn from having success
o Taking responsibility for your own actions.
o The skill to build up your concentration quickly.
o The skill to hold on to your concentration for a long
period of time.
o Feeling passion for the game and your role as a keeper.
You always go for it!

(Self)confidence
Having confidence as a keeper is an important element.
Confidence about your gear: that it will protect you. Of course
balls sometimes hit places that are less protected. Or you
have an enormous bruise because of a ball that bounced off
of your body-protection. The memory of that hard one hitting
your kicker will also stay with you for a while. Basically
though, it is important to feel safe in your gear, your role and
your goal. .

If you don't feel confident that you
can stop that ball, then who
should?
Your skills and the trust you have in your gear form two
important components of confidence.
Self-confidence is related to successful experiences
in different situations coming together to compose
a positive image about having success in the future
Just think: if you knew for sure that your action would be a
success, what could stop you?
(Self)Confidence thus comes out of a “belief” that you can be
successful.
This belief can come about in different ways. In this e-book I
will only address the most obvious way. Having faith in a
successful course of action comes out of your own
experiences; out of what you experience during practice or
during games; the successes you have had; the moments you
could learn from, and that you worked on.
You need this “faith in a successful course of action” to
perform successfully.
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Every goalie knows that this “faith” is volatile. Sometimes it
only takes something small to make it disappear. During a
game or practice: an action that went differently than what
you would have thought beforehand, a comment someone
yelled etc.
Think about whether the following statements are “true”
for you:
I lost my “faith” right after a distracting thought
entered my mind
or:
I lost my concentration after a distracting thought
entered my mind

What bothers keepers the most?
Keepers have to do their job while surrounded by heaps of
distractions.
Why do these distractions have such a big impact?

Every thought can get in
the way of concentration
On the one hand this is because brains are busy observing
changes. Changes could mean danger.
On the other hand thoughts can come out of distractions.
When your mind is busy thinking about distractions, it gets in
the way of concentration.
When one of these thoughts has a negative tone at that, the
effect on your concentration is even bigger.
When a keeper, in his mind, connects a wrong action to a
negative view of himself, then that keeper actually has no
chance of concentrating.
Your brain sees no reason to co-operate when you think of
yourself as a loser.
Note: no matter how strange it may sound, this also applies to
very positive thoughts and images.
There is no reason to concentrate when you think of yourself
as being extremely good.
Keepers get confronted with two sorts of distractions:
• External causes (the cause is outside of the influence
of the keeper)
• Internal causes (the cause can be influenced by the
keeper himself)

My strap
doesn't feel
right –
there is
sweat
getting in
my eye – I
hope the
strap will
hold – I
hope my
pimple
didn't get
any bigger
–I
shouldn't
have had
that burger
last night –
I hope I
don't get a
ball on my
already
aching
knee – that
defender is
not doing
his job –
our last
practice
went awful
– I should
start
studying
tomorrow –
what was
that text
message
about this
morning? –
I am not
taking this
treatment
from the
coach –
look at that
beautiful
girl
standing
there – is
that her
father? – I
am to small
to be really
good – I
can't see
very well
with this
sun shining
in my eyes
– I am really
thirsty

How to avoid getting distracted?
It's hard to avoid getting distracted as a keeper. An
average person has about 600,000 thoughts a day.
That's 2,500 per hour. Almost one thought each second;
if you didn't spend any time sleeping!
Add to that the fact that brains are focused on
observing changes and it will be clear that there's a lot
in the way of being fully concentrated during a whole
game.
Keepers face time slots when their activity is hardly
needed. When the game is going on far away from
them. This allows the brain to get busy with other
things.
When the mind is distracted, thoughts that are nonrelevant to the task at hand, will appear.
To the left and the right you find examples of
distracting thoughts. It would not be difficult to frame
each page with these sort of thoughts.


If it is something you can
imagine, it is something you can
train
Mental practice is like real
practice: you learn through
repetition

I don't like
this rain –
we really
have to win
today – I
can't
believe how
dirty the
changing
rooms were
– we can
get these
guys – I
should get
some new
shoes – I
wonder if
my dad is
coming
today – my
hand hurts
– what is
that guy on
about? – I
really
should have
had that
ball – what
will the kids
at school
say on
Monday,
seeing me
play like this
– that
referee is
biased –
why do we
always start
so early? – I
wonder
where I left
my phone –
the
defender
needs to
work on his
endurance
– I hope he
doesn't
smash the
ball against
my knee
like last
time –I am
really thirsty
– the coach
sure is
having fun
today – I
hope noone yells at

Distractions can come from the following causes:
o Within the team: harmony or conflict
o The coach: his choices and way of
communicating
o The opponent; their current ranking
(strong/weak team), and their
sportsmanship.
o The surrounding area; the weather; the
accommodation; the spectators
o People around the field: the umpire; the
selection commission
o Stress coming from school or work;
preparations; results.
o Stress coming from friends, parents, family;
you don't want to make mistakes.
o Your physical condition; injury, speed,
strength, length, conditions, health.
o Your mental condition; motivation,
inspiration, self-confidence.
When there are so many ways of getting distracted,
having a negative effect on your concentration,
then isn't it natural to spend part of your practice
focusing on this issue?
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3 How can you help yourself?
As a keeper you can help yourself by taking responsibility
for your own development.
You do this by making a plan.
A plan is made with a goal in mind.
You decide what you want your long-term goal to be.
Make it long term but keeping overview. For example: for
the term of a fall/winter/spring competition.
Most important is that your goal motivates and incites you
to take action.
Say one of your goals is to remain concentrated even when
someone in the team makes a negative remark.
Your goal is to follow a

process, making use of
A goal which can not be met
normal techniques, to help
is very demotivating. By the
you improve.
way, the same goes for a nonBy writing down the steps
challenging goal!
that are part of your process
and your training you will have a plan you can work with.
A short-term goal can be part of a long-term goal. A shortterm goal often helps to divide a big, long or difficult longterm goal into manageable parts.
Why be your own coach?
A plan is like a sort of contract with yourself: you write
down what it is you want to work on, how you want to do
this, which way you will decide that you are improving, and
how you will reap the benefits in the long run.
When you make such an intention-statement with yourself,
you will have a maximum chance of doing it and being
successful. Every reason to be proud of yourself.

The most important reason to

be your own coach is because it
Be your own coach:
is very valuable to experience
A keeper's major opponent
that you make the difference
is he himself
when it comes to your own
development.
It is your own responsibility and you are the one that gets the
benefit.
A last reason to take the development into your own hands is
that not every keeper is surrounded by people that have
knowledge of keeper-specific-tasks and that are important for
him.
You are the one that has the information about the skills and
techniques that you want to improve upon.
Players, for example, will not know how is feels to get a goal
against you.
If possible: you can of course make a plan together with your
keeper's trainer.
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In which way can you help yourself make an optimal
performance?
To achieve an optimal performance it is important that a
keeper feels prepared.
How do you feel right before an exam or a presentation
that you did not prepare for very well? You feel very
differently when you do prepare. That is the effect of
preparation!
Besides a preparation well done the following things also
help:
o Have self-respect.
o Give yourself a sense of calm by finding the respect for
yourself.
Self respect is related to performing your tasks, your
attendance at practice and your efforts and willingness
to learn during practice and games.
Self respect also has a physical side: you feel fit, rested
and warmed up.
o Accept the here and now: all circumstances are what
they are. Only then an optimal performance can occur
for you. The actual situation consists of positive and
less positive things.
o Focus on your breathing. Experience how the air
travels, how your chest expands, feel the muscles when
you breathe out.
o Imagine how you would like to feel after the game
when you walk of the field. Link this to an image of
your current situation. Rewind your images and link the
“now” to the “end” through your own efforts and
attitude.
o Put on your helmet and place yourself in the center of
the activity. In the center there is no room for nonrelevant people, things and thoughts.

How to recognize a good plan?
Making a plan is relatively easy. Basically all you need to do is
say: I want to accomplish this and that goal.
Known pitfalls are:
o Having to many goals at once.
o Not adjusting plans in the face of reality.
o Goals that are too general.
o Copying someone else's plan; a plan that does not fit you
because you happen to have another mixture of aptitude,
skills etc.
o Not having an environment that accepts the goals.
When you can say yes to all of these statements, you have a
good plan:
; Does the goal inspire me? Does it incite me to take action?
Does it make me happy?
; Can I reach this goal by using normal techniques?
; Can I check whether or not I have reached my goal? Can I
check if I have improved?
; Is it period of time you can oversee?
; Does it depend only on myself?
A good plan is on paper. It is
something you will look at
often. You are critical towards
yourself making sure to
adhere to the plan. If you are
making progress like you had
anticipated. It's a plan that
may be altered if need be.


Pitfall:
Choosing a result oriented
goal. The outcome of it is
outside of your own
influence. For example: “I am
not letting any ball through
today”, “we are going to win”,
etc.
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A very good plan is a plan you talk about with others: they
know you have made an agreement with yourself. The
chances of realizing your

goals is about 60%!
Your mind experiences success
Somewhere in yourself
as motivation. Help your mind.
there is a clear gauge for
testing your plan. It will tingle within, it will give you
energy and you will want to go for it. Thinking of the
endpoint will make you happy and proud.
That is when you have a great plan.
Which sort of training possibilities are there for a keeper?
Because of the role and the tasks he has, a keeper needs a
different way of developing than a player.
That does not mean that a keeper should not be present at
the team's practice. Even as a goalkeeper it is good to
improve your hockey skills. And it's a good thing to train
with your team members.
Opponents train as well. Their practice is similar to yours.
That way you learn to recognize the patterns and
schedules that the opponents use.
The attacker and the keeper especially can exchange
information, because during games they try to outwit each
other.
When a club gives you the

opportunity to follow
Most goals against are soft
training sessions for
and silly balls.
keepers...the keeper should
Keep acting on every ball. Luck
be there. It is where he
can also be on the keeper's
works on building up and
side. And it does feel better to
broadening his keeper's
know you did all you could.
skills.
There are specific characteristics that the keeper will want
to improve: speed, agility and jumping strength. Let's not
forget: the reflexes.
Lastly it is useful to enlarge the mental resistance. A keeper
faces pressure and distractions. When the stakes get high

the pressure will rise, just like the distractions. Mistakes will be
made, lesser actions will be taken and there will be goals
made against you. Accept the fact that mental skills are at
least as important as physical skills. It is not strange to pay
attention to the mental aspect...it is strange not to do it. And
not only on top level. At each level it is worthwhile to be open
towards this. It asks for vulnerability. It may feel vague or
spacey. It will, at the least, feel like something you are not
used to. The results however will be worthwhile. The good
news is that you can mentally train yourself in bed, in the
bathtub or on the sofa.
What can you do to concentrate?
Concentration starts off with acceptance. Accept the facts the
way they are, accept yourself the way you are. Teach yourself
to watch like a referee. He sees events and situations. They are
facts to him. The ball rolls 20 centimeters alongside the post.
If it is on the one side of the post, then he will grant a goal. If it
is on the other end of the post, he will give a a hit for the ball
being over the back line or a corner.
It does not change the facts: there is a ball that at 20
centimeters from the post crossed the line. Facts don't go
with emotions. Facts are exactly what they are: facts.
Stay in the here and now with your thoughts. What just
happened is not the here and now. What is about to happen
is not the here and now. What will be after the last whistle has
sounded is not the here and now.
Your breathing is always in the here and now. Watch your
breathing like it has been described before. Focus your
attention on an element of something task-specific.
It may be the sound that the ball makes while it moves across
the field and the contact it has with sticks and keeper gear.
You can also focus your attention on the feel of the weight of
your stick in your right hand.
Feel the power you need to make the stick into an extension
of your arm.
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Does the ball have a mark you can see? That's a great point
to focus your attention on.
When you succeed in focusing your attention you are
concentrated.
When concentrated there

is no room for other
Facts are facts.
thoughts. Concentration is
They are not positive and not
a sort of reduction of your
negative. Our mind makes facts
awareness: you focus only
into either positive or negative.
on things that are relevant
A keeper's mind is a factual
for your task.
mind!
There is no one path to
concentration. Every keeper will do it differently. Make it a
part of your plan to find your own best route to
concentration.

What can you do when you get distracted?
you lose your concentration because of distractions. These
distractions can come from outside of the keeper or from
inside his own head. A distraction incites your mind to think.
These thoughts can be relevant to your task, like: “I should
have had this one”, or irrelevant, like: “someone get that man
on the sideline to quiet down”. .
Recognizing your distractions is the first step towards
handling them. In your mind go back to the last five practices
and/or games.
In a table write down information about the distractions you
experienced.
This will give you insight into: what are the things that bother
you. How much do they bother you? Can you distance
yourself from them?
The last sentence holds the key to learning to cope with
distractions., because: distractions you want to leave behind
quickly, in 2 seconds. You want to let go of each distraction as
fast as you can.

when

Activity

Distractions

Caused by

The effect it has on my
concentration (0 – 10)
0 = hardly
10 = a lot

Being able to let go
quickly (0 – 10)
0 = in seconds
10 = long time

Consequences after a
situation (0 – 10)
0 = none
10 = big effect on optimal
performance
10

Consequences during
break from the activity (0 10)
0 = none
10 = Big influence on
optimal performance
6

July 17

practice

Fear of pain

Exercise with arms behind my back

9

10

July 16

game

Anger

The coaches' comments

7

7

0

7

July 16

game

Frustration

Defender not paying attention

5

2

8

5
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Use the STOP method when something distracts you
(incident):


STOP!
Safety
Think
Overview
Picture

o Safety: is my personal safety at
stake? Take an action that will get
you safe. If not,
o Think: is it necessary to mark this as a
learning moment? If so,
o Overview: imagine the way you
would want things to go.
o Picture: reduce the picture of the
incident in your head and throw it in
garbage can or fireplace.

When you have filled in this table for a couple of weeks,
you will understand more clearly which distractions get in
your way. The nice thing is that you can practice even
when you are not training or playing a game. You practice
the method, but do that in your head. Imagine a situation
and feel the emotions you felt earlier.

Your mind does not
know “do not“
“Do not fall” is a very
different thing than “stay
upright”. Falling is simply
not the same thing as
staying upright.
Apply the method and train your mind. It allows you to
place a wedge between you and your distractions AND you
will become an expert in applying it during practice and
games.

4 How can other important
people help you?
Keepers are relatively lonely; I mean in the team and in the
club.
Some teams have only one keeper. And even when a team
has two keepers, there are always many more players. Most
coaches don't have a goalkeeping background. Most parents
don't either. Sometimes I read that a team is looking for a
keeper on an internet auction-site, and I wonder if we are a
species on our way to becoming extinct.

In short: a keeper's perception is an unknown area for the
people around him. It is necessary that more people grasp his
way of perceiving so that the keeper can grow and feel
supported in the things he runs into.
The easiest way to meet this necessity is to get keepers to
start talking. And have the people around him listen. Listen to
understand.
When the important people that surround the keeper have a
better grasp of his role-specific experiences it will be much
easier to help the keeper develop.
Central themes in the minds of keepers are
fear of failing
and
looking for appreciation
Fear/fear of failing: this grows in a keeper's mind because of
his thinking about the negative results of an outcome or
ending. Sometimes the head will make a link between a
negative outcome and the individual performance. This will
result in a negative sense of experience of his own
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performance just because the outcome was not what was
wished for.
Looking for appreciation: on the one hand no-one wants to
disappoint the important people that surround him. At the
same time it is nice to receive appreciation. Appreciation
inspires and motivates.
Communicating about fears takes courage. The courage to
be vulnerable. Deep inside we know that the mind
sometimes blows up fears to make them feel bigger and
stronger then they really are. In reality things usually aren't
as bad as it seems.
It makes talking about it harder. As if you don't have any
control over your own thoughts. That is not a great starting
point. But talking about your fears is necessary.
In which way can parents help keepers?
Parents can help their goalkeeping child by talking to them
about the pressure and the fear that their child feels.
Children do not want to disappoint their parents AND want
their parents to be proud of them.
As a result children feel pressured by their parents.
Whether rightly so or not, this is how they feel. A parent
can start a conversation by

showing vulnerability
An athlete does not want to
and/or understanding using
disappoint anyone with his
a question like:
performance.
“I can imagine that you feel I
Disappointment may be a
/ we pressure you when it
result. Results are in the heads
comes to your sporting
of people that surround the
activities. Is this how you
keeper. Disappointment is
feel?” Or: “When I was
never an athlete's goal.
young I did not always feel
comfortable with my parents watching along the sideline.
Do you have that too?”

Ask about other things that are going on. Try and get a
picture, as complete as possible, of what is going on in the
mind of your goalkeeping child. Having one of these
conversations will lead to respect on both sides. As a keeper
you want to talk about the things you run into in a safe
environment. You want the support and help from the people
you love.
Don't settle for a denial to your question too easily. Even
when denied there could be fear. Fear of losing appreciation
or reacting the wrong way.
Fact: every keeper experiences fear, feels pressure and copes
with distractions.
When a keeper hits puberty, fears and insecurities often
become bigger. Who wants to lose face because of doing
something wrong or losing games? Sometimes the outcome
of the game or the actions during the game have a link with
the sense of self esteem the keeper feels. Help your keeper
get over this pitfall. There is such a thing as an optimal
performance independent of a perfect outcome.
It helps keepers to hear about what went well. The things you,
as a parent, appreciate. Trust that the keeper will know what
went wrong himself.
When you play a game with passion you may walk of the field
with your head held high, even when losing 10 games in a
row. Appreciation is what you get from the people that are
important to you as a person.
Winning is nice. Winning is great, BUT winning is not always
the outcome. That is a given.
Winning has nothing to do with the appreciation you have for
your goalkeeper-child.
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In which ways can coaches help?
Obviously coaches can help in the same way that parents
can: have a better understanding of what goes on in a
keepers "gray matter". A stressed-out goalkeeper will
perform less then a relaxed goalkeeper. Try and get an
understanding of the

challenges keepers face.
A game is a game. That's it!
Get informed on specific
After the game there is time to
keepers issuess. Visit or
evaluate.
even better, join a keeper
During practice there is time to
practice. Listen to what is
work on skills.
being said. Help out.
Turn your keeper into a full team member. Involve him in
discussions and exercises. Make him happy by giving him
“game-like” practices. Putting him under similar mental
pressure as during games is a good way of giving “mental
game-experience”.
Ask parents that give, unasked for and maybe
contradictory advice, during games to let you do your
coaching tasks.
When you are a coach and a parent at the same time: your
keeper is a team member. Treat him like you treat any
other team member. Not any stricter and not any softer.
This will allow him his place in the team (and will show
positively back on you).

In which ways can teammates help?
Teammates can help by appreciating their keeper for his
deployment and passion. The best keepers get passed and
the best attackers in the world give bad passes. Keepers
sometimes pay the price of a counter goal. He is the only one
that can pay this price. Remind yourself, because sometimes
he pays the price without having a part in it.
Respect him and pat him on the back. Make a joke and
encourage him. Do exactly those things that would help you
perform optimally. As a player

and as a team member.
A keeper is also a team
member. All team
members have to work
on that. The keeper
himself as well...
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Final thoughts
80% of keeping is a mental performance. The tips in this
e-book will help the keeper to get the advantage. With
these pointers coaches and parents of keepers can
understand what gets in the way of a keeper to perform
optimally much better. And how they can help a keeper.
This so that all people

surrounding a keeper can get a
Tip: get yourself a
better understanding of the
keeper's outfit and
special person inside the
experience what it is like
protective gear. Because
between the poles
keepers are a bit different.
Is this book only about goalkeeping? I see many similarities
with topics like studying and work. In these fields
preparation, planning, distractions and concentration also
play an important role in getting an optimal performance.
That is why I can imagine that readers can get something
out of this e-book in relation to other areas of life as well.
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This e-book would not have gotten it's form without help of
many around me. I would like to name but a few: all keepers
that come to practice full of enthusiasm and wanting to learn
each week, Fons and Luca, Nathalie, Bas and Hans from
Verbunt Hockey, the proofreaders that provided me with their
comments so that the book got better. Tjeerd from iT-Rex for
the beautiful lay-out it got and Simon from OBO (really: “good
shit that really works”).
I was more than pleasantly surprised getting OBO's consent
for using OBO's “Goal Keepers are Amazing People” as a
watermark .

Thanks to Marjolein Kamstra for translating this e-book from
Dutch to English, and to Daniel Pilgrim for his help
proofreading

Francesco Staps is keeper trainer with
MHCT.
Besides his passion for keeping he also loves
marketing and sales. Especially how to
create a corporate strategy and translate
that into marketing and sales.
His company Bologna provides services in that area.
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